Workday Advisory Services
Empathy | Responsibility | Passion | Agility

Moving your organization to Workday is a smart decision, but one that usually
comes with additional questions. ERPA's Workday experts have guided hundreds
of organizations through Workday implementations; you can rely on us to
prepare your organization for the changes Workday will bring to your employees.
Whether you are considering a new deployment, looking to increase user
adoption, or improving your processes to provide more value, ERPA will partner
with you to solve new or ongoing challenges. Our Advisory Services include

THE ERPA EXPERIENCE
A relationship with ERPA makes
Workday easy. Tailored services,
named resources, and warrantied work
ensure your ERPA experience is a
successful one.

strategic consulting, organizational change management, and training services to
ensure ongoing success.

Strategic Consulting
No two organizations are alike; no two Workday strategies should be
either. ERPA will holistically assess your organization -- including
industry, geography, worker population, and more -- to ensure your

Build trust with named resources solely
focused on AMS. We spend the time
learning your Workday environment
inside and out.

organization's comprehensive strategy is as efficient and successful
as possible.

Change Management

Service warranties pledge that we do
things right the first time.

Through collaboratively developed, tailored documentation, ERPA
helps you maximize your organization's return on investment by
ensuring user adoption with our comprehensive change
management and communication strategies.

Training Services
Let ERPA train your trainers. By educating your staff and developing
them into Subject Matter Experts, we give you the knowledge to
take Workday beyond a website and into a transformative tool that
will take your organization to the next level.

Our certified consultants have an
average of 6 years' direct Workday
experience, which enables tailored
solutions and more successful business
outcomes.

Our unique "Try and Buy" program
offers shorter initial contract terms
and regular check-ins to assure
complete satisfaction before a
bigger commitment.

Founded in 1999, ERPA is a leader in enterprise application managed services, cloud hosting, and consulting
services.
As a Workday AMS Partner, ERPA provides ongoing functional, technical, and administrative support to
customers in production with Workday Financial Management and Workday Human Capital Management
(HCM), providing clients with real-time operational visibility along with the speed and agility to adapt to
business growth and change.
ERPA's services and solutions are delivered by a team who embodies our guiding principles of Empathy,
Responsibility, Passion, and Agility. Learn more at erpa.com.

